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Immediate Perioperative benefits…

proven to confer immediate benefits… 

significant reductions in perioperative opioid requirements

its inherent complications

reduced static and dynamic pain scores up to 72 hours

hastens discharge from Post Anaesthetic Care Units

improved patients’ analgesic satisfaction

reduction in length of hospital stay 

main benefit…
primary anaesthetic modality in high risk cases 
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Long-term benefits…

• Two areas of interest;

Reduced progression to Chronic Pain

Reduction in tumour recurrence rates



Long-term benefits…

• References in terms of reduction in Relative Risk but
many not statistically significant

at 6/12 Terkawi 2015 and 12/12 Schnabel 2010

• Meta-analysis found no protective effect of PVB against
CPSP at 6/12. Heeson 2016

• Limitations that preclude recommendations based on
current evidence;

small no. of RCTs (with small numbers of patients)

RCTs with mixed results

variable methodologies



• Relative Risk of CPSP at 3/12 and 6/12
• Statistically robust

Meta-analysis

Trial Sequential Analysis
Indirect comparison analysis
Explored heterogeneity with meta-regression or Sensitivity analysis

• n=9 RCTs  
• 604 patients: PVB (n= 330) v Control (n=274)



Important findings Hussain 2018…

• PVB reduces risk of CPSP by 32% at 3/12

• Reduces risk by 54% at 6/12 * (moderate quality level of evidence)

• At 6/12;

Single injection more effective v Continuous *

multiple levels more effective v single level *

• Minor complications incidence 5.7% (block failure, dislodged catheter, 
Horner’s)

• No major complications 

• Trial Sequential Analysis supports findings at 3/12 with adequate 
sample size 

• confirms PVB superiority at 6/12 but lacks necessary power to 
detect the observed reduction.



Important findings Hussain 2018…

Conclusions

… Moderate quality evidence suggesting that PVB may be 
protective against CPSP at 6/12…

…associated with multi-level single-injection PVBs… 

However magnitude of treatment effect may be 
overestimated because of small trial size, questionable blinding 

and heterogeneity.

..Additional larger studies observing IMMPACT recommendations 
are needed to provide necessary statistical power



Long-term benefits…

Reduced progression to Chronic Pain

• Clear reference to PVB

• Not significantly demonstrated in cohorts with
prior Inter-fascial Plane blocks



Questionnaire based cross sectional study 
telephone surveys

288 women 
underwent MAC from June 2015 to June 2017. 

Retrospective review of anesthesia and medical records 
143 received PECS II block v 145 received conventional GA. 

Outcomes included pain at operative site, ipsilateral axilla and arm, 
pain score (NRS), analgesic consumption and symptoms of PMPS.



Results: 

Statistically significant lower incidence of PMPS in PECS II
group (49.7%) compared with conventional GA treatment group
(63.4%).
The PECS II group also reported lower pain scores at
operative site (P < 0.001), lesser use of analgesics (P = 0.002),
and low incidence of pain to non- noxious stimuli (P < 0.001).
No significant difference noted in other associated symptoms of
PMPS.



Conclusions: 
PECS II block for patients undergoing MAC 
reduces the incidence and severity of PMPS.









Long-term benefits…

• no sufficient data currently to support nor refute the impact of
RA techniques in reduction of cancer recurrence or cancer-
related survival risk. Perez-Gonzalez 2017

• multiple studies suggesting potential areas where benefits of RA
techniques may be seen;

potential direct LA effect on tumour cell growth 

indirect immune-modulatory roles 

proliferative tumour-factor inhibitory mechanisms. 

…. remains an area of further research work ….

(NCT00418457)



Conclusion Does RA benefit….     

Evidence suggesting…

Paravertebral block (TPVB) … 

• moderate to high quality level evidence for immediate 
perioperative benefits;  

• an apparent independent factor in reducing 
progression to chronic pain;  

• possessing the potential to modulate and inhibit 
growth of breast cancer cells. 

Not established whether this potential can be 
translated into reduced cancer recurrence or overall 

survival rates.



Conclusion Does RA benefit….        

• Evidence for newer inter-fascial plane blocks 
remain encouraging 

• as of now are only limited to proven immediate 
perioperative benefits. 

• Further sharing of experience and research into 
long term benefits remain an area where future 
emphasis should be focused upon. 
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